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Extending the analysis already presented in [1], this paper considers broadband potential of overhead (OV) transmission multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) broadband over power lines (BPL) networks when different noise conditions occur and different well-proven noise models are adopted.

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, the broadband potential of a great number of indicative OV high-voltage (HV) BPL topologies and of MIMO transmission schemes is studied in terms of appropriate capacity metrics. The relevant numerical results reveal the significant dependence of MIMO capacity metrics on noise conditions. Second, various well-known BPL noise models from the literature are compared on the basis of their achieved OV HV MIMO BPL capacity. Through the careful study of the capacity results of noise models, it is demonstrated that spectrally flat additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) may be comfortably assumed as an efficient noise model in transmission MIMO BPL networks. Also in MIMO BPL networks, the comparative capacity analysis of noise models shows small differences among them in the 3-88MHz frequency range.
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I. Introduction

The deployment of broadband over power lines (BPL) networks across the overhead high-voltage (OV HV) power grid is among the first steps towards its modernization. Some of the futuristic characteristics of the new transmission power grid are: (i) its IP-based communications network capabilities; (ii) a great number of smart grid applications; and (iii) the potential of broadband last mile access through its wired/wireless interfaces [1]-[13].

However, recent studies outline that today's OV HV BPL networks are not providing sufficient bandwidth for supporting the latest ultra-broadband applications (such as high-definition television, voice over internet protocol, and console gaming) or some state-of-art sophisticated smart grid applications (such as energy trade, electric vehicle power management, etc) in a reliable way [7], [9], [11], [14], [15]. Towards that direction, the integration of today's OV HV BPL networks –i.e., single-input single-
output (SISO) ones— with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology features, which are firstly presented in [12], [13], [16]-[21], is decisive for the further deployment of OV HV BPL networks.

When considered as a transmission medium for communications signals, OV HV BPL networks—either SISO or MIMO ones—are subjected to various inherent deficiencies such as high and frequency-selective attenuation and noise [3]-[7]. Each of the aforementioned adverse factors critically influences the broadband potential of OV HV BPL networks [19], [22]. Due to the upgrade of the existing SISO BPL networks to MIMO ones across the entire power grid, the development of accurate and efficient models that are suitable for describing either the channel attenuation or the noise of MIMO BPL networks at high frequencies is imperative.

As concerns the channel attenuation, the well-established hybrid method, which is reliably employed to examine the behavior of various multiconductor transmission line (MTL) structures, is also adopted in this paper [2]-[13], [23]-[25]. Here, it should be noted that the hybrid method has been already successfully tested in transmission and distribution MIMO BPL networks [13], [26]. In fact, this hybrid method is based on: (i) a bottom-up approach that consists of the MTL theory and various similarity transformations, such as eigenvalue (EVD) and singular value (SVD) decompositions [3], [10], [11], [19], [23], [25], [27], [28]; and (ii) a top-down approach, which is denoted as TM2 method, that is determined through the concatenation of multidimensional chain scattering matrices of the MIMO BPL network modules [2]-[11], [24], [27].

Except for the channel attenuation and its relevant hybrid method, to determine the capacity of OV HV MIMO BPL networks, there is the need of an appropriate model to describe the noise that occurs across OV HV networks [2]-[8], [29]. In fact, many researchers have focused their efforts on deriving suitable noise models [22], [30]-[36]. Despite the significant efforts towards modeling of BPL noise in the 3-88MHz frequency range, a simple, but yet accurate and universal model is not still widely acceptable [37]-[40]. Anyway, as capacity computations are concerned, many BPL researchers tend to use simple but effective noise models that are proven to have realistic, validated with measurements and comparable results in the 3-88MHz frequency range [1], [30], [41]-[43]. Another common practical procedure among BPL engineers is the consideration of spectrally flat additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)—denoted as FL noise model in this paper—[4], [6], [12], [23], [29], [44]. Apart from the distribution SISO BPL networks that have been examined in [1], the validity and the accuracy of the FL noise model are now investigated in OV HV MIMO BPL networks with reference to the other well-verified noise models of the literature.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the OV transmission MTL configuration and the respective indicative topologies are presented. Sec. III summarizes the principles of MIMO BPL transmission through the lens of the well-validated hybrid method. Sec. IV recapitulates the main factors that influence MIMO BPL capacity such as electromagnetic interference (EMI) policies and BPL noise characteristics. Special mention is given to the BPL noise models that are available from [1]. In Sec. V, numerical results and discussion validate the effect of noise as well as the significance of accurate BPL noise models when different OV HV BPL topologies and MIMO transmission schemes occur. Sec. VI concludes this paper.
II. Transmission Power Grids

OV HV MTL Configuration

OV 400kV double-circuit transmission phase lines with radii $r_{p}^{OHV} = 15.3\text{mm}$ hang at typical heights $h_{p}^{OHV}$ equal to 20m above ground --i.e., conductors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6--. These six phase conductors are divided into three bundles; the phase conductors of each bundle are connected by non-conducting spacers and are separated by $\Delta_{p2}^{OHV}$ equal to 400mm, whereas bundles are spaced by $\Delta_{p1}^{OHV}$ equal to 10m. Except for the phase conductors, two parallel neutral conductors, which are the conductors 7 and 8, hang at heights $h_{n}^{OHV}$ equal to 23.7m. The neutral conductors with radii $r_{n}^{OHV} = 9\text{mm}$ are spaced by $\Delta_{n}^{OHV}$ equal to 12m. Schematically, the OV HV double-circuit MTL configuration of the aforementioned eight conductors ($n_{OHV} = 8$), which is considered in the present work, is given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. OV 400kV double-circuit MTL configuration [9].
In accordance with [7], [9], [44], [45], the ground with conductivity $\sigma_g = 5 \text{mS/m}$ and relative permittivity $\varepsilon_{rg} = 13$ is considered as the reference conductor. The aforementioned ground parameters define a realistic scenario during the following analysis while the impact of imperfect ground on broadband signal propagation via OV HV power lines was analyzed in [3]-[9], [23], [44], [46], [47].

Indicative OV HV BPL Topologies

The simple BPL topology of Fig. 2, being bounded by the transmitting and receiving ends and having $N$ branches, is considered. To apply the hybrid method, the simple BPL topology of Fig. 2 is separated into segments (network modules), each of them comprising the successive branches encountered [10], [11].

In accordance with [2]-[13], [23], [24], [27], [30], [44], [48] and with reference to Fig. 2, average path lengths of the order of 25km are considered in OV HV BPL topologies. The following four indicative OV HV BPL topologies concerning end-to-end connections of average path lengths that are detailed in [7], [9] are examined, namely:

1. A typical urban topology (OV HV urban case);
2. A typical suburban topology (OV HV suburban case);
3. A typical rural topology (OV HV rural case); and
4. The “LOS” transmission along the same end-to-end distance $L = L_1 + \ldots + L_{N+1} = 25\text{km}$. This topology corresponds to Line of Sight transmission in wireless channels.

Besides the characteristics of OV HV BPL topologies, some circuital parameters need to be highlighted [2]-[13], [23], [24], [27], [30], [44], [45], [48]. More specifically, the branching cables are assumed identical to the transmission cables and the interconnections between the transmission and branch conductors are fully activated. The transmitting and the receiving ends are assumed matched to the characteristic impedance of the modal channels, whereas the branch terminations are assumed open circuit.

**Figure 2.** End-to-end HV/BPL connection with $N$ branches and a network module [9].

III. The Basics of BPL Transmission Analysis

MTL Theory and EVD Modal Analysis – A Briefing

As it has already been mentioned in [1]-[11], [23], [44], through a matrix approach, the standard TL analysis can be extended to the MTL case. Compared to a two-conductor line supporting one forward- and one backward-traveling wave, an MTL
structure with \( n^{OVHV} + 1 \) conductors parallel to the z axis as depicted in Fig. 1 may support \( n^{OVHV} \) pairs of forward- and backward-traveling waves with corresponding propagation constants. Each pair of forward- and backward-traveling waves is referred to as a mode [2]-[11], [23], [28], [44].

The spectral behavior of the \( n^{OVHV} \) modes, which are supported by the aforementioned MTL configurations and propagate across OV HV BPL topologies, is thoroughly investigated in [1]-[11], [23]-[25], [27], [28], [44]-[49]. Through TM2 method, which is based on the scattering matrix theory and presented analytically in [10], [11], their spectral behavior is modeled proposing the \( n^{OVHV} \times n^{OVHV} \) EVD modal transfer function matrix \( \mathbf{H}^{m\{1\}} \) whose elements \( H^{m\{i,j\}} \), \( i, j = 1, \ldots, n^{OVHV} \) are the EVD modal transfer functions where \( H^{m\{i,j\}} \) denotes the element of matrix \( \mathbf{H}^{m\{i\}} \) in row \( i \) of column \( j \).

Through appropriate similarity transformations, which are presented in [1]-[11], [23], [44], the \( n^{OVHV} \times n^{OVHV} \) channel transfer function matrix \( \mathbf{H}^{\{1\}} \) that relates line quantities with EVD modal ones is determined from

\[
\mathbf{H}^{\{1\}} = \mathbf{T}_V \cdot \mathbf{H}^{m\{1\}} \cdot \mathbf{T}_V^{-1}
\]

(1)

where \( \mathbf{T}_V \) is \( n^{OVHV} \times n^{OVHV} \) matrix depending on the frequency, the power grid type, the physical properties of the cables and the geometry of the MTL configuration.

MIMO BPL Networks and SVD Modal Analysis

Based on the multiple application of WtG coupling schemes at transmitting and receiving ends of OV HV BPL topologies, which is analytically described in [1], [12], [13], the number of active transmit ports \( n_T \) and receive ports \( n_R \) may vary from one to \( n^{OVHV} \). Appropriately decomposing channel transfer function matrix \( \mathbf{H}^{\{1\}} \) of eq. (1) by using SVD transformations, \( \min\{n_T, n_R\} \) parallel and independent SISO BPL channels may be defined, namely [12], [13], [16], [17], [20], [21], [50], [51]:

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{H}}^{m\{i\}} = \tilde{\mathbf{T}}_V^H \cdot \mathbf{H}^{+\{i\}} \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{T}}_V
\]

(2)

where

\[
\mathbf{H}^{+\{i\}} = \begin{cases} 
H^{\{i\} \{j\}} & \text{if } (i \in N_T \text{ and } j \in N_R) \\
0 & \text{else} 
\end{cases} 
\]

(3)

denotes the element of matrix \( \mathbf{H}^{+\{i\}} \) in row \( i \) of column \( j \). From eqs. (2) and (3), \( \mathbf{H}^{+\{i\}} \) is the \( n^{OVHV} \times n^{OVHV} \) extended channel transfer function matrix whose elements \( H^{+\{i,j\}} \), \( i, j = 1, \ldots, n^{OVHV} \) are the extended channel transfer functions of OV HV MIMO BPL topologies, \( N_T \) and \( N_R \) are the active transmit port and the active receive port sets, respectively, \( \tilde{\mathbf{H}}^{m\{i\}} \) is a diagonal matrix operator whose elements \( \tilde{H}^{m\{i\}} \), \( i = 1, \ldots, \min\{n_T, n_R\} \) are the singular values of \( \mathbf{H}^{+\{i\}} \) and, at the same time, the SVD modal transfer functions, \( \min\{x, y\} \) returns the smallest value between either \( x \) or \( y \), \( [\cdot]^H \) denotes the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix, and \( \tilde{\mathbf{T}}_V \) and \( \tilde{\mathbf{T}}_V \) are \( n^{OVHV} \times n^{OVHV} \) unitary matrices [12], [13], [16], [20].
IV. EMI Policies, Noise and Capacity of Transmission MIMO BPL Networks

EMI Policies

As it has already been analyzed in [1], a great number of regulatory bodies has established proposals (EMI policies) concerning the electromagnetically safe BPL operation. Among these, FCC Part 15 is the most noted one and is analytically presented in [32], [33], [52]-[54]. The injected power spectral density limits (IPSD limits) proposed by Ofcom for compliance with FCC Part 15 are adopted in this paper [32], [33]. More specifically, in the 3-30MHz and 30-88MHz frequency ranges, respective maximum levels of $-60$ dBm/Hz and $-77$ dBm/Hz constitute appropriate IPSD limit $p(f)$ for OV HV BPL connections providing presumption of compliance with the current FCC Part 15 [1]-[13], [32], [33], [53], [54]. Without losing the generality of the analysis, a typical procedure is the consideration of common IPSD limits for OV transmission and distribution BPL networks (either SISO or MIMO) exploiting the significant similarities regarding OV BPL transmission.

Noise Characteristics

Regardless of the power grid type –either SISO or MIMO, either OV or underground (UN), either HV or medium-voltage (MV) or low-voltage (LV)–, BPL noise may be considered as the superposition of five noise types, namely [1]-[11], [22], [30]-[36], [39], [41]-[43], [52], [55]-[58]: (i) the colored background noise; (ii) the narrowband noise; (iii) the periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to the mains frequency; (iv) the periodic impulsive noise synchronous to the mains frequency; and (v) the asynchronous impulsive noise. As it has already been reported in [1] and analyzed in [4], [6], [12], [13], [23], [29], [44], only the non resolvable limitations should be considered during the BPL capacity computations. Since only the first two types of noise can be treated as background noise due to their quasi-stationary behavior either in frequency- or in time-domain, the last three types of noise, which are treated as impulsive noise, are not taken into account during the following capacity computations.

As it has already presented in [1], to describe this noise PSD, a first-order exponential function is used and is determined from [41], [56], [57]

$$N(f) = N_{NF} + n_1 e^{-n_2 f}$$

(4)

where $f$ is the frequency in MHz, $N_{NF}$ is the spectrally flat AWGN/PSD expressed in dBm/Hz, and $n_1$ and $n_2$ are the exponential coefficients of the noise model.

As it regards the AWGN properties of transmission BPL networks in 3-88MHz frequency range, the AWGN/PSD level $N_{NF}$ is assumed equal to $-105$ dBm/Hz [2]-[13], [22], [23], [29], [30], [32]-[36], [44], [56]. Apart from this value that represents the average noise type, AWGN/PSD levels may vary from $-120$dB (noise type A) to $-90$dB (noise type B) representing the good and the bad noise scenario. This noise PSD variance of 15dB from average conditions gives a representative image of the variety of noise environments that may occur in transmission BPL networks [2]-[13], [29]. Similarly to IPSD limits, common noise characteristics are assumed for OV HV, OV MV and OV LV BPL networks which is a rather common procedure.

To examine the noise impact on OV HV MIMO BPL capacity, the seven different noise models of [1] are also examined in this paper:
1. the FL noise model that is the spectrally flat AWGN model where $n_1$ and $n_2$ are equal to zero (proposed by [1], [4], [6], [12], [23], [29], [44]);
2. the OPERA noise model that is suitable for outdoor urban and suburban noise environments (presented in [30]);
3. the MEN noise model (presented in [42], [43]);
4. the PH1 noise model that is appropriate for urban noise conditions (presented in [41], [56], [57]);
5. the PH2 noise model that is focused on industrial noise environments (presented in [41], [56], [57]);
6. the ESM1 noise model (presented in [58]); and
7. the ESM2 noise model that is appropriate for urban noise conditions (presented in [58]).

In Fig. 3, the noise PSD of the seven aforementioned noise models is plotted versus frequency in the 3-88MHz frequency range. Observations of background noise in the 3-88MHz frequency range reveal that its noise PSD is higher at lower frequencies. Actually, the noise PSDs of the noise models present significant dB differences at lower frequencies. Conversely, as frequency increases, noise PSD of background noise reduces and tends to spectrally flat AWGN. Indeed, the noise PSDs of the noise models tends to coincide at higher frequencies [22], [34]-[36], [39], [41], [42], [55]-[58].

Capacity

Capacity is defined as the maximum achievable transmission rate that can be reliably transmitted over a BPL network and depends on the applied MTL configuration, the type of power grid, the power grid topology, the adopted EMI policy, the noise environment and the adopted MIMO transmission scheme [2]-[13].
Based on eqs. (1)-(3) and with reference to Fig. 2, the overall capacity $C$ of OV HV MIMO BPL networks is determined from [4], [6], [12], [13], [16]-[21], [23]

$$C^{MIMO}_{A\rightarrow B} = f_s \sum_{q=0}^{Q-1} \sum_{i=1}^{\min[n_s,n_f]} \log_2 \left\{ 1 + \frac{\langle p(qf_s) \rangle_L}{n_T} \cdot \frac{\langle N(qf_s) \rangle_L}{L} \cdot \left| \sum_{m \in M} (qf_s)^2 \right|^2 \right\}$$

where $[.]_{A\rightarrow B}$ determines the transmitting (A) and receiving (B) end, $\langle \rangle_L$ is an operator that converts dBm/Hz into a linear power ratio (W/Hz), $Q$ is the number of subchannels in the BPL signal frequency range of interest, and $f_s$ is the flat-fading subchannel frequency spacing. Note that eq. (5) is based on the use of equal power uncorrelated sources as the common case is assumed; say, the transmitting end does not have channel state information.

Based on eq. (5), the spectral efficiency metric of cumulative capacity is applied in order to assess the broadband potential of OV HV MIMO BPL connections [1], [4], [6]. The cumulative capacity is defined as the cumulative upper limit of information which can be reliably transmitted over a BPL network.
V. Numerical Results and Discussion

The numerical results of various types of OV HV MIMO BPL networks aim at investigating: (a) their broadband potential through the integration of MIMO features; (b) the influence of different noise environments on the capacity performance; and (c) the role of noise models as well as the accuracy degree of simpler ones.

As the following capacity analysis is concerned, only full MIMO transmission schemes—i.e., SISO, 2x2 MIMO, 3x3 MIMO, 4x4 MIMO, 5x5 MIMO, 6x6 MIMO, 7x7 MIMO and 8x8 MIMO ones—will be examined in the rest of this paper due to their favorable capacity characteristics in comparison with corresponding single-input multiple-output (SIMO) and multiple-input single-output (MISO) transmission scheme alternatives. Note that, the full MIMO degree, which is the number of freedom degrees of an applied full MIMO transmission scheme, is equal to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 for the eight considered full MIMO transmission schemes, respectively. Finally, among the possible configurations for a given full MIMO transmission scheme, only the one with the maximum capacity performance is examined (for more details see in [12], [13], [26]). These considerations do not affect the generality of the following OV HV MIMO BPL capacity analysis, anyway [2], [7]-[12].

How MIMO Transmission Schemes Blow Up the Capacity Balloon whereas Disturbed Noise Environments Deflate it

Today’s OV HV SISO BPL networks are not providing adequate throughput so as to cover future bandwidth-demanding smart grid applications in a trustworthy way [7], [9], [11]. Thus, the deployment of MIMO transmission schemes across OV HV BPL networks is an one-way procedure [12], [13], [16]-[21]. Nevertheless, noise critically degrades BPL systems performance. Due to its highly variable nature, the detailed knowledge of the noise properties in the future’s mainstream BPL operation bands, such as the 3-88MHz frequency range, may contribute towards the design of more efficient modulation and coding schemes suitable for OV HV MIMO BPL networks.

Therefore, the following subsection of this paper focuses on the capacity capabilities in terms of cumulative capacity in the 3-88MHz frequency band when these two contradictory factors—i.e., MIMO technology and noise—are deployed in accordance with FCC Part 15 limits. In order to evaluate the effect of different noise conditions on OV HV MIMO BPL capacity, apart from the average noise type, noise type A and B, which have been presented in Sec. IVB, are assumed. Finally, in this subsection, only the FL noise model is applied.

In Fig. 4(a), the cumulative capacity is plotted versus frequency for the indicative OV HV BPL topologies, presented in Sec. IIB, when SISO transmission scheme is applied. In Figs. 4(b)-(h), similar curves are given in the case of 2x2 MIMO, 3x3 MIMO, 4x4 MIMO, 5x5 MIMO, 6x6 MIMO, 7x7 MIMO and 8x8 MIMO transmission schemes, respectively.

Figs. 4(a)-(h) validate the incredible capacity boost of OV HV BPL networks by appropriately exploiting the eight wires of their OV MTL configurations. It is evident that MIMO technology introduces a new abundant capacity era for BPL systems and, at the
Figure 4. Cumulative capacity versus frequency of the four indicative topologies of OV HV BPL networks—urban case A (Θ), suburban case (X), rural case (△), and "LOS" case (■)—in the 3-88 MHz frequency band for different MIMO transmission schemes when FCC Part 15 is adopted. Average noise type, noise type A, and noise type B are considered. (a) SISO. (b) 2x2 MIMO. (c) 3x3 MIMO. (d) 4x4 MIMO. (e) 5x5 MIMO. (f) 6x6 MIMO. (g) 7x7 MIMO. (h) 8x8 MIMO.
same time, transforms OV HV BPL networks into the leading broadband technology among the other candidate technologies in the oncoming smart grid. Actually, when favorable noise conditions occur, OV HV MIMO BPL networks are upgraded to multi-Gbps networks reaching a 6Gbps capacity ceiling; this broadband potential sets BPL technology as either fiber-optic alternative or backhaul network for other surrounding wired/wireless technologies [59], [60]. Anyway, during the comparison of OV HV BPL technology with other competitive broadband technologies, it is worth pointing out that OV HV BPL networks are a potentially excellent communications medium offering these high capacity characteristics over a 25km repeater span well beyond 88MHz having the advantage of no additional wiring.

Concurrently, Figs. 4(a)-(h) unveil the insidious role of noise in today’s and future’s transmission BPL networks [22], [34], [56]. In all the cases examined, capacity differences of the order of hundreds of Mbps –even of Gbps in some cases– are observed when disturbed noise environments occur. Actually, a 15dB-increase of noise PSD (noise type B) in the 3-88MHz frequency band corresponds to the recall of OV HV 8x8 MIMO BPL network capacity results to the levels of OV HV SISO transmission schemes; an average capacity loss of the order of 1.3Gbps. In [1], it has been reported that an appropriate rule of thumb for distribution SISO BPL networks suggests that each dB of increase above average noise PSD corresponds to an average capacity reduction that is approximately equal to 23Mbps in the 3-88MHz frequency range. Similarly to [1] and by observing Figs. 4(a)-(h), this rule of thumb may be extended in order to cope with OV HV MIMO BPL networks in the same frequency range; each dB of increase above average noise PSD per each full MIMO degree corresponds to an average capacity reduction that is approximately equal to 13Mbps, which is significantly lower compared to the distribution SISO BPL case. Similar deductions may be drawn regarding capacity increase through the decrease of average noise PSD.

Since the noise effect on MIMO BPL capacity has been identified, only the average noise type will be adopted hereafter without affecting the generality of BPL capacity analysis concerning the influence of BPL noise models of the next subsection.

The Role of Noise Models during Capacity Computations of OV HV MIMO BPL Networks

Until now, it has been explicitly highlighted the tremendous broadband potential of OV HV power grid when MIMO technology is adopted. Despite these relatively favorable capacity characteristics, the influence of noise still remains a critical issue because its more disturbed versions may torpedo the whole broadband venture. Hence, due to its multi-Mbps impact, the use of accurate and simple noise models determines the accuracy of capacity computations [1].

To investigate the effect of different noise models on OV HV MIMO BPL capacity performance as well as the potential of using simple versions, such as the FL one, without, however, affecting the general capacity accuracy, a number of numerical results concerning capacities of OV HV MIMO BPL networks in the 3-88MHz frequency range are presented in this subsection. Note that during the following MIMO BPL capacity computations, only four representative MIMO transmission schemes are examined –i.e., SISO, 2x2 MIMO, 4x4 MIMO and 8x8 MIMO ones– in the name of terseness and simplicity, giving a representative image of the effect of noise models.
In Figs. 5(a)-(f), the cumulative capacity is plotted versus frequency for the indicative OV HV BPL topologies, presented in Sec. IIB, when SISO transmission scheme is employed and the aforementioned seven well-known noise models are applied, respectively. In the same figures, the cumulative capacity percentage change (CCPC) between the respective noise models and FL one is presented. In Figs. 6(a)-(f), 7(a)-(f) and 8(a)-(f), same plots are given in the case of 2x2 MIMO, 4x4 MIMO and 8x8 MIMO transmission schemes, respectively.

Figure 5. Cumulative capacity and CCPC versus frequency of the four indicative topologies of OV HV BPL networks – urban case A (⊙), urban case B (†), suburban case (◆), rural case (△), and “LOS” case (–): in the 3-88MHz frequency band for the seven aforementioned noise models when SISO transmission scheme is deployed, average noise type is assumed, and FCC Part 15 is adopted. (a) FL noise model (with no CCPC curves). (b) OPERA noise model. (c) MEN noise model. (d) PH1 noise model. (e) PH2 noise model. (f) ESM1 noise model. (g) ESM2 noise model.
Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 5, but for 2x2 MIMO transmission scheme.
Figure 7. Same as in Fig. 5, but for 4x4 MIMO transmission scheme.
From Figs. 5(a)-(g), 6(a)-(g), 7(a)-(g) and 8(a)-(g) and taking under consideration the relevant results of [1], the following deductions are pointed out.

- CCPC curves validate the convergence of all well-known noise models. Actually, for frequencies less than a frequency threshold that is equal to approximately 30MHz for OV HV MIMO BPL networks, these networks suffer from correlated noise. This nonwhite noise profile generates the significant capacity differences in this frequency band. For frequencies above this frequency threshold, noise tends to follow the more commonly FL noise model while the capacity differences among different noise models become marginal. This noise behavior has also been validated among different OV and UN MV and LV SISO BPL networks in [1].
CCPC curves also indicate that the aggravated topologies are more affected by either the noise fluctuations or the discrepancies of different noise models. Contrary to this behavior, “LOS” cases are characterized by higher immunity against the general issues of noise. In addition, this CCPC behavior among different topologies is independent of the applied MIMO transmission scheme.

Apart from being inversely proportional to frequency, another interesting feature of CCPC curves is their relation with the full MIMO degree. Actually, there is a slight CCPC decrease with the increase of the degrees of MIMO transmission schemes at the lower frequencies whereas the opposite occurs in the higher part of BPL operation spectrum. This behavior has to do with the increased presence of all the modes supported by the MTL configuration and their diverse spectral behavior in the 3-88MHz frequency band [2]-[11], [28]. Anyway, due to its marginal change, CCPC may be considered as a constant percentage of capacity for given noise model and BPL topology, regardless of the applied MIMO transmission scheme. From Fig. 5(a)-(g), 6(a)-(g), 7(a)-(g) and 8(a)-(g), the average CCPC due to different noise models is approximately equal to 11%; say, approximately 32Mbps average capacity loss per full MIMO degree.

Comparing Figs. 5(a)-(g), 6(a)-(g), 7(a)-(g) and 8(a)-(g) with Figs. 4(a)-(h), the overall capacity aggravation of noise environments is higher compared with the overall capacity differences observed among the seven aforementioned noise models; as it has already been mentioned, each dB of noise PSD increase corresponds to an approximate 13Mbps capacity loss per full MIMO degree that is lower to the overall average capacity difference due to different noise models, which is equal to 32Mbps. However, the deviation of PSD noise typically ranges above ±3dB with reference to the average noise PSD [2]-[13], [22], [23], [29], [30], [32]-[36], [44], [56]. Consequently, already verified in [1] for SISO BPL networks and subliminally reproduced among BPL engineers for years [4], [6], [12], [23], [29], [44], FL noise model may be comfortably used during capacity computations of all OV transmission MIMO BPL networks in the 3-88MHz frequency band. In the majority of the cases examined, the capacity differences among all available noise models remain satisfactorily low in this frequency band of BPL operation. The differences of FL noise model compared with specific noise models—e.g., OPERA, PH1, PH2 and ESM2 noise models—are concentrated on urban and industrial noise environments where OV transmission grids randomly occur, anyway. Therefore, similarly to SISO case in OV and UN distribution BPL networks, FL noise model may be safely used during capacity computations of all OV HV MIMO BPL networks in the 3-88MHz frequency range except for urban centers and heavy industrial zones where their disturbed noise conditions generate non negligible capacity differences among different noise models.

Due to the common nature of noise, accurate and simple noise models may play the role of bridge among different SISO and MIMO distribution and transmission BPL networks offering an elementary step towards more coexistence among BPL systems in the oncoming smart grid network [61]-[63].
VI. Conclusions

On the basis of [1], this paper has focused on the broadband potential of OV transmission MIMO BPL networks associated with the presence of different noise environments and noise models.

Through the prism of information theory, it has been verified that the capacity performance of OV transmission BPL networks is critically affected either by MIMO technology or by their surrounding noise conditions. Actually, the capacity impact of noise is so drastic that a slight increase of noise PSD in the order of few dBs may comminute the tremendous capacity boost that is generated by the deployment of MIMO systems; say, capacity fluctuations in the order of Gbps. Due to the high importance of noise, the development of simple and accurate noise models is imperative. Towards that direction, FL noise model, which has been proven to be an efficient and precise tool for computing the capacities of OV and UN distribution SISO BPL networks in the 3-88MHz frequency range (see in [1]), extends its applicability to OV HV MIMO BPL networks in the same frequency band that is the mainstream BPL operation spectrum. Actually, despite the slight capacity differences near urban and industrial zones, FL noise model exploits the converging behavior of all the well-validated BPL noise models in the 3-88MHz frequency band, giving decent capacity results, and simplifying, thus, the various capacity computations.
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